
New here? Scroll down until you see “the Story ” chapter, and the updates are 
posted chronological with newest on top. 
Discussions and reactions about Nancy’s Exposal: 
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Earth-Changes-Pole-Shift/160997177261147 
(owned by myself) 
http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message1899799/pg1 
http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message1900250/pg1 
http://earthchanges.ning.com/profiles/blogs/another-one-bites-the-dust 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 
24 / 06 / 2012 ( 21:55 UTC+1 ) - UPDATE: ”Zeta Ridiculi” 1/2 - Knockout!  
Here goes: 

 
CASE 6 - “Fake Lothar Schwarz?” : 
Do you guys remember Lothar Schwarz? Im sure many of you do....in fact, if you were 
following the PS-Ning for a while, you couldn’t have missed him  as he was owning the 
most popular blogpost: “Please place your SOHO , STEREO and Magnetosphere 
images here!” and a lot of other popular discussions as can be seen if you google “Lothar 
Schwarz poleshift”. 
 
So, where is Lothar now and what happened to his posts you may ask? 
 
Well, as many of you surely suspected, Lothar Schwarz was a former Moderator too. 
It needs to be said, that Lothar was more of a “lone warrior” and not really attending to 
the Moderator-discussions on the Admin Ning (which are getting increasingly important, 
as to assure that all minds are “thinking the same”), so the Moderators were generally 
unhappy with his attitude and I am not intending to judge over this here, but instead only 
consider the relevant facts in this matter. 
That said, Lothar did his homework on certain matters and therefore was considered the 
“Sattelite-image-expert”, or giving general tips about forming SurvivalGroups or other 
topics. 
 
So what happened to Lothar and why is he not a Moderator anymore? 
 
Well, since I know the “insider-informations” I can tell you that Lothars “turning-point” 
occured on the Most popular “Please place your SOHO , STEREO and Magnetosphere 
images here!”. 
 
Someone was posting a STEREO image showing a planet wandering across and as 
usual people were wondering what it might have been (while not looking it up further for 
themselves). 
Since Lothar did his homework in researching the Stereo-website, 
http://stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov/beacon/planets/ , he knew it was Venus and told so. 
 
So, whats wrong with that, you may ask? 
 
Well, a certain Moderator reminded him of the “fact” that the Zetas stated that everything 
on SOHO/Stereo images is supposed to be doctored because Earth is supposed to be 
stopped in its orbit and Venus and the “Dark Twin”are supposed to be “caught in the 
cup”, while the only “real” data on the Sattelite-images are the sun (and its rays) and the 



famous “Winged Globe” appearance or so. (Wait, what? All planetary Movements, the 
stars, comets, spacejunk and all are supposed to be “doctored” per the Zetas, BUT the 
Winged globe and the sun is real? huh? seriously? YES, per the “Zetas” from Zeta 
“Ridiculi”: 
 
http://www.zetatalk.com/index/zeta576.htm 
“The solar flares are real, though during attempts to remove evidence of Planet X from 
SOHO images the programs show obvious edit lines. As we have explained, the 
programs are not sensitive to color gradations, like the human eye, and thus build in 
bloopers for the public to discover. Thus, in order to effect the appearance of normalcy, 
with an Earth moving in her orbit and Venus appearing opposite the Stereo satellites at 
times, the passage of Venus was likewise inserted into appropriate Stereo images.” 
 
Why would Nancy state such a thing? 
 
Well, as is obvious if you read the remaining ZT, Nancy DID NOT HAD ANOTHER 
CHOICE, because she claimed “Earth stopped in its orbit”, and Venus and the “Dark 
Twin” are supposed to be “caught in the cup”. (The Dark Twin is a planet that nobody 
can see, which was supposed to ride to the opposite of the earth (being always behind 
the sun) while now have made it mysteriously, somewhere behind the earth, somewhat 
tilting below earth’s orbit,  in West or East or so, since its “Caught in the cup”  (it seems 
Nancy isnt even sure bout that one - if you dont get this sarcasm, check Case 1 in the 
“Story”-chapter below ).. 
 
So, since Nancy obstinately holds to her claims (which turned to be self-destructive) , of 
course she must state (per the Zetas), that all the planets etc. on SOHO/STEREO-
images must be doctored too. 
 
Then of course these darn planets  just dont want to appear to be “caught in a 
cup”, since Venus just recently traveled as predict ed. (Dont know this one? Check 
Case 3 in the Story-chapter below...) 
 
But HEY!  Nancy still has her little “Joker ”, the “Element of Doubt” and the mighty 
“Council of Worlds” which mysteriously “simulates” normalcy all the years (even up until 
today and probably in the future too ;) while the planets usally should be supposed to be 
“caught in the cup” per the “Zetas”. 
http://www.zetatalk.com/index/zeta576.htm 
 
So what has this to do with Lothar? 
 
I have not asked Lothar about this one, but I guess this was the turning point for him, to 
realize, how absurd Nancy’s claims have gotten and accordingly he left the Ning on his 
own, removing all his content (I can understand that now, since the basis aka. “ZT” of the 
PS-Ning is rotten). 
 
What about “Fake Lothar”? 
 
Well, after a while Lothar Schwarz suddenly appeared on Cheryl’s Ning, while not 
supporting Nancy and “the one and only truth ZT” anymore: 
http://earthchanges.ning.com/profile/LotharSchwarz   
( Cheryl was a former PS-Ning Moderator too and created her Ning after “waking up from 
Nancy’s charade” by splitting up the two Nings. 
Alex R. or Ken Harris, also both former longtime PS-Ning Moderators can be found on 



C’s Ning with similar experiences  http://earthchanges.ning.com ) 
 
So the Moderators asked themselves what occured to Lothar, since Nancy previously 
stated he was “highly STO” and all....so were demanding an answer, “ZT”, from Nancy. 
 
Since Nancy does not like distraction “of the one real truth”, she simply declared Lothar 
to be another “Black Ops-fake” as she did before with Maria and many others  (i.e. say 
they are a fake-idendities “acting” as the real person), because she thinks over the 
internet its almost impossible to reveal someone’s true idendity. (Oops Nancy ) 
 
So she declared that Lothar’s survival-group “has disbanded”, Lothar not being active 
anymore and now supposedly spreading “disinfo” as a “fake-persona” on Cheryl’s Ning 
to “distract the Moderators”. 
 
Well, of course the Moderators bought it and some were even worried what the Real 
Lothar might be doing!   
So a famous “Moderator of the Moderators”, actually one of Nancy’s sadest “manchurian 
candidates” (which even Nancy cannot stop anymore, because she declared that 
Moderator to be “higher-eveloped” than the Zetas), came to the brilliant idea to make an 
effort in contacting the “real” Lothar, in order to have the “fake persona” exposed, 
because the Moderator believe the real Lothar to be anything, but doubting ZT. 
 
Why is this Relevant? 
The idea to call Lothar came up pretty quick and Nancy did not expected that someone 
might be able to get to his number quickly, while Nancy likely expected nobody would 
care at all about him, since she thought many disliked him, accordingly wouldn’t dig 
deeper  into her claims! 
(Ooops again Nancy!) 
So since I am a “countrymen” of Lothar aka. living in Germany, I was supposed to make 
an effort in contacting him, and started looking for contact details during a Skype session 
with the Moderators, until I came across another “bummer” at that time. 
As some of you may know, Lothar Schwarz has his own website, so I went to look for it, 
to make a special Request (which I wont detail, otherwise Lothar will be flodded with 
calls) to get to his Phone-Number and noticed that Lothar is not supporting Nancy’s 
claims on his own website either!  See for yourself!: http://www.schwarztech.at 
 
I had Lothar’s Number in less then a couple of Minutes and was ready to call him... But I 
didn’t at that time, because I had the feeling I would talk to Lothar himself (as occured 
before when I went to dig into the “Fake-Maria-Lie”, so Nancy would came up with some 
other BS to discard the person behind the telephone (like claiming they tapped his line 
and “implanted” a fake or whatever).. 
 
So I told the Moderators I dont have a good feeling about calling him, because the result 
will not be what the Moderators would expect. (They would expect a confused, ZT-faithful 
Lothar, wondering what happened with his website, or why someone writes stuff on 
cheryl’s ning in his name), so they all agreed in not to call him for the Moment. 
 
AND, I WIll NEVER FORGET NANCY’S REACTION AT THAT DAY! 
 
When Nancy first stated that Lothar was a “fake”, she was only aware of his presence on 
Cheryl’s Ning. THE FACT that EVEN Lothar’s Website supports the claim that Lothar is 
no longer a believer in Nancy and the Z’s anymore gave it a totally new dimension, and it 
was not known until I came across it during the skype-conference, where NANCY WAS 



ATTENDING TOO! 
I can remember well (and the Moderator’s probably too), how “defensive” Nancy was at 
that day. Suddenly she left the Skype for some reason, and later was playing “dat-little-
innocent-baby” for no apparent reason, while we agreed about not calling Lothar for the 
moment. 
(Of course, because her heart surely pumped like a horse in that very moment, as her 
Fraud was going to get exposed by a simple call!) 
 
Nancy was like, “oh, huh?” , “You decided not to call him?” , “Hmmm, I have no hunch 
about this one (when she usally throws in her hunches on the next best occason), but 
given the hunches of Mods X,Y,Z, I agree not to call him” ) 
 
LOL NANCY! That was a big eye-opener for me. I first didnt seemingly understood, why 
the heck you were so defensive about that one, since we just wanted to help Lothar!) 
 
Anyway, Nancy got a couple of more days to “live with the Fraud” (“phew! The Mods did 
not called him yet!”) and the Mods demanded another ZT from Nancy, as to why his 
website was taken over and what dimensions the suppsed blackOps has achieved, as 
taking over a personal website and all, would be obvious to Lothar’s friends such as all 
those who know him. 
 
Some moderators were even thinking he might have been killed (because something 
similar would need to be the case to have Nancy’s claims “realistic”), but per the Zetas 
on the Admin Discussion (Yup, I got dat backup!): 
Nancy claimed, 
 
SOZT 
The real Lothar did not get killed, but feel ill and was not able to continue his 
Internet activities. Stroke and debility. Thus they were open for a takeover. 
EOZT 
 
“Awww.... poor Lothar... these Nasty Black-Ops took over his website and all, because 
he had a stroke and cannot continue his internet activies...  : ’ (  “ <- Thats what Nancy 
wants the Moderators to believe.. ) 
 
And as such she thought nobody would be able to prove otherwise, but she did NOT 
EXPECTED, that Lothar or the other former Moderators would VOLUNTEER TO 
EXPOSE HER CLAIMS! 
 
HA NANCY! You messed with the wrong people! 
 
After it became clear to me, what game Nancy is playing, it was likely that Lothar would 
support me in this manner, (since he is still active and even supports on his own website, 
that Nancy is a Fraud), so I thought how I could best expose Nancy’s claims and 
contacted him with the Following E-Mail: 

Hi Lothar, 
as I wrote you before Nancy claimed that you are a Fake too and I would like to 
expose that lie aswell, as this will help the Moderator's realize the truth because 
they all know that Nancy claimed this. 

 
What do I need? 



Well I can prove the claim that Nancy said you were  a fake + background 
information, and you have posted Images of your equ ipment in the past, 
that still can be found via google.  
(Im talking about the (currently removed) posting " I show you mine, You 
show me yours", if you remember ).  
So what I need would be another image (at best with a current timestamp written 
on paper or so :D ) of that very wodden desk: http://bit.ly/KP9YLF 
This would be enough to debunk Nancy's claim and we dont even need to reveal 
a personal image of you! 

 
That said, I hope you can either send me a current image of that desk, 
http://bit.ly/KP9YLF or post in on Cheryl's Ning, or on your website somewhere... 

 
Greets, 
Co S 
 

So, to sum  up what I was asking from Lothar: 
 
Lothar Schwarz previously had a posting on the PS-Ning, that was called “I show you 
mine and you show me yours”, which was a place for people to provide images of their 
equipment and preparations. 
As many of you surely remember, and as can still be   found by searching Google 
images for  
“I show you mine poleshift” , Lothar posted Images of his equipment: 
 
(Image details say these were taken on 25. August 2010) 
http://bit.ly/KP9YLF 
http://bit.ly/MtLgAF 
 

 



 
 
So I only needed to ask Lothar to make another current Image of that very wodden desk 
(which would be EXTREMLY HARD TO FAKE since it has a lot of individuality, given all 
the unique scratches, tape, color drops etc) and did so. 
 
 
 
Did supposed “fake Lothar” aka. Lothar Schwarz himself, managed to make a current 
image of his wodden Desk? 
 
 
HOLY CRAP, YES! EVEN WITH A CURRENT NEWSPAPER!  
http://earthchanges.ning.com/profiles/blog/show?id=6126809%3ABlogPost%3A35200&c
ommentId=6126809%3AComment%3A233562&xg_source=activity 
(Image details say these were taken on 24. July 2012) 
 
 
vvvvv ( see below ) 



 

Comparison:  
Open Large View: http://www.imagebanana.com/view/ut48c404/loth2.png 

 
Is that Lothar’s Desk? 

YOU DECIDE! 
 



Explain dat one Nancy ;) (Oh yeah, you won’t say ANYTHING, because you know, every 
little bit of your ZT-absurdum is going to be closely analysed! 
It would have been way more credible by simply stating Lothar has developed doubts. 
But no, you had to stubbornly hold onto your claims once again. So you deserve to crash 
under the weigh of your own lies! ) 
  
 
More to come....the Obvious can become even more obvious if you wish. Its up to you, 
remaining Moderators.  Want me to travel to Lothar? Talk to his neighbours? To other 
people that know the real Lothar? Are you serious? 
 
Is it really so hard to see?  
 
(btw: Thanks for the support Lothar! )  
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
23 / 06 / 2012 ( 19:51 UTC+1 ) - QUICK UPDATE: Hard Denial  
// last Edit 25 / 06 / 2012 ( 01:56 UTC+1 ): Cleaned up some emotional responses from 
my part, as afterall im also just a human and getting increasingly frustrated by the 
“tunnel-vision” of the Moderators, while many people are still being mislead with Nancy’s 
verison of Reality. In my opinion anyone who is not able to view ZT critically, should 
resign as a Moderator, as this is not a kids-playground but REAL PEOPLE are involved. 
 
Denial is obviously remaining strong among the remaining Moderators as nobody of 
them was yet able to debunk the analysis below, despite seeing the contradictions that 
ZT presented. 
 
As usual, Nancy posted previous ZTs about all kinds of topics, though as expected, the 
analysis below is being ignored alltogether. (Of course, because Nancy avoids critique 
based on Facts) 
BTW: @ the Moderators: If you are SOOO SURE that Nancy is right? Please DEBUNK 
MY EXPOSAL! TRY IT!   
 
And to "PEN #1" aka. the self proclaimed “Moderator of the Moderators", time to get real 
or be prepared for a HARD LANDING SOON! (Yes Im talking about that GLP posting) 
 
I will not tolerate misleading people just because Most of the Mods dont have the 
COURAGE to stand up and question Nancy's claims! 
Even Gerard seems to have given his rights to "the Moderator of the Moderators and 
“untouchable Nancy”, taking the path of the least resistance. 
 
@G, You're losing it and its time to wake up and take the Ning back into your hands. If 
Nancy does personal counceling for others, why is it that she will not confirm a single 
thought that you have in your mind right now? (Oh right, because she cant! ) 
Why is it that Nancy avoided further ZT on "fake maria"? (OH RIGHT, because she knew 
her claims would be WAY TOO ABSURD to be able to hold them in the future, as she 
knows Im in  contact with Maria!) 
Why is it that Nancy claimed Lothar Schwarz (and the other "doubting Mods" ) to be 
"black Ops-Fakes", when they are obviously volunteering to do WHATEVER IS 
NECESSARY to provide their idendities? ( 
http://earthchanges.ning.com/profiles/blogs/another-one-bites-the-dust ) 
Why is it that Nancy claimed "CIA BlackOps" hacked the Ning deleting members, when it 



was Ken Harris in an attempt to stop misleading people? 
BE PREPARED FOR A HARD LANDING.  
 
Stuff is decided over your heads and you've lost control to seemingly "old souls" which 
actually prove that they're nothing more than you and me. (A truely old soul would not 
differentiate between "densities" AS ANYONE CAN HAVE A LEGIT CONCERN! Afterall, 
FACTS REMAIN FACTS! ) 
 
You will be exposed, ALL OF YOU, WHO STAND IN THE WAY OF THE TRUTH, and 
may it be if I have to travel to Lothar, talking to his neighbours, the local police or 
WHATEVER IS NECESSARY TO STOP THIS FRAUD AND HAVE THE MODERATORS 
WAKING UP! 
 
If you dont have the courage to do what is necessar y, step back and resign!  
 
Enough harm is being done to innocent people! Time for a different tone, also from my 
part. 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
21 / 06 / 2012 ( 23:27 UTC+1 ) - UPDATE: Appeal to the PS-Ning 
Moderators  
22. June 2012 aka. “Purging Day” is approaching. 
http://poleshift.ning.com/profiles/blogs/important-message-to-all-members-of-this-ning 
 
To the Moderator’s @ PS-Ning: 
Please reconsider purging those members who havent fillied in their profile-Answers or 
those with “unstatisfying profile-answers” as this will only cause unnecessary problems. 
As you may be aware, a suspension sets a cookie that prevents people from accessing 
the site alltogether. The PS-Ning E-Mail inbox proves that most people are not familiar 
with deleting cookies, beside deleting specific cookies to prevent all other logins and 
temporary data to be deleted too (which can turn out to be a great loss)! 
I will never forget how many E-Mails we recieved of people wondering about their 
suspensions or how they delete their cookies. (Someone even was cookie-blocked on 
his mobile phone which can become really tricky to get rid off...) 
Anyway, many people sign up on the Ning for the sake of identifying themselves with an 
interest... or because they may want to share thoughts in the future, which is getting 
increasingly supressed by the oppressive rules and and the “professional” appearance 
the Ning achieved over the years.  (Although its not truely professional since the most 
essential element, critique, is not allowed.) 
 
All those accounts you consider to “purge” are NOT HARMFUL!  
By suspending all these people you are only creating problems  in the flow of 
information! 
Since you observe the latest-activity anyway, you will notice when something is against 
the rules and can jump in if necessary!   
(BTW: In my opinion the rules would need to be reconsidered too... If critique is not 
allowed you risk finding yourself in a dead-end one day,  because you missed checking 
matters with “reality”. And critique usally has the background of someone having a 
different perception of matters, so why wouldn’t it be valuable to see what lies behind 
that perception? 
Is GLP really such a Mess? In my opinion GLP just represents the human nature of all its 
aspects..Chaos seems to rule at the first glance but it seems they managed to organize 



themselves and as such they achieved an almost free flow of information. 
 
You cannot prevent disagreements between 6 billion humans on earth as the human 
psyche is way too deep to have all humans thinking the same, but there are matters that 
everyone would agree about, matters that are inherent to anyone , such as Black is 
Black and White is White, a stone in your hand is “real” (physically), or the many 
emotions all humans share, love, compassion, sorrow and pain, fun and dissapointment, 
logic and illogic, curiousity or boredom....get my drift? The Ning can fare well (even better 
in my opinion) without oppressive rules  :) 
 


